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ABSRACT
This study proposes to look further into experimentally of the effect of the variation of certain
physicochemical parameters of anaerobic digestion on the quantitative gas productivity of four
digesters of treating bovine dejections. Moreover, four digesters supplied with the avicolous
droppings, in different concentrations of Dry Matter (DM), were followed. The assessments of
depollution (Suspended Matter and Biological Demand for Oxygen) together with qualitative
energy (gas composition and calorific value) were also appreciated. We can release particularly
that: the quantity of bovine biogas produced is variable according to the parameters of digestion.
It is maximum in the presence of high temperature and under mechanical agitation of the
substrate introduced; the quantitative productivity is more interesting in the case of the digesters
avicolous. It is more important with the increase of the concentration of solids; the digester with
8% DM presents attractive valuations of depollution and energy efficiency.
Keywords: Experimental biomethanisation; animal dejections; environmental performance; gas
quantitative production; composition to methane; calorific value.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Energy recovery from waste is not a new field of study, but its implementation continues to be a
challenge in some Arab countries [1]. Increasing global demand for fossil fuels is facing the
prospect of depletion of these resources creating tensions on the energy markets [2], which
represents, today, an important challenge for sustainable development [3; 4]. Indeed, more than
80% of the consumption of primary energy is based on fossile fuels and the share is likely to
remain high in the future. To meet the energy needs, the prospection and the development of new
energy sources were undertaken in particular that of the biomass

[5; 6; 7; 8]. Biomass is a

field in constant increase and has a wide diversity of composition. Its operations for the
production of energy of biomass, is particularly interesting because it also involved in the
preservation of the environment [9; 10; 11]. In Tunisia, the performance of the Biogas effluents
applied to intensive livestock were evaluated at different scales: Experimental [12], rural [13] and
industrial [14].
The waste processing became a paramount need for environmental protection [15]. As a
renewable energy producer process, the biomethanisation takes part in the reduction of the
emissions of Gases for Greenhouse effect noted GGE [16; 17; 18; 19; 20]. The good performance
(depollution, potentiality of energy) of this kind of process of treatment of Organic Matter (OM)
is conditioned largely by the adopted mode of digestion and the physicochemical conditions of
the substrate put in fermentation, inter alia, its nature, the temperature, agitation, the pH and the
Dry Matter (DM). The two modes of digestion (into discontinuous and uninterrupted) were tested
on the level of four experimental digesters, supplied respectively for the first time by bovine
dungs and another time by avicolous droppings. Thus, for the digesters, supports of this study, a
follow-up of some physicochemical parameters (pH and DM) was established all the way along
process of biomethanisation (launching and production phases).
In the optics of the control of the conditions of the fermentaire medium for a better environmental
and energy valorization, this study proposes the evaluation on an experimental scale, on the one
hand, of the assessment of depollution of the avicolous droppings treated by biomethanisation, in
terms of Suspended Matter (SM) and Biological Demand for Oxygen (BDO5), and on the other
hand, of the quantitative gas productivity as a whole, in order to compare the potential
quantitative energy of two substrates considered. Moreover, the potential qualitative energy
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(composition and calorific value) of the biogas produced starting from the poultry droppings was
also studied.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. EXPERIMENTAL SITE
The work committed consists in implementing the experimentation of the biomethanisation of the
animal biomass in eight experimental pilot digesters (two units) installed at the laboratory
“Biogas” of the Agricultural Professional Training Center of Bovine Breeding (A.P.T.C.B.B) of
Sidi Thabet, Tunisia.

2.2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL
2.2.1. RAW MATERIALS PUT IN FERMENTATION
The experimentation carried, on the one hand, on fresh dungs produced by the cows available
(like substrate) and of the black bovine dungs extracted the septic tank adopted (like inoculum),
and on the other hand, on fresh avicolous droppings brought back from the Agricultural
Professional Training Center in Poultry Farming (A.P.T.C.P.F.) of Sidi Thabet, used like
substrate and on pre-fermented bovine dungs (or black dungs) diluted used like inoculum. The
characteristics of the raw materials tested are presented in table 1 hereafter.
Table 1. Characteristics of the substrates used

Bovine Experimentation

Avicolous Experimentation

Raw materials

% DM

pH

Substrate

Fresh dungs

31.5

6.5

Inoculum

Black dungs

9.4

7.2

Substrate

Avicolous droppings

20.9

8.7

Inoculum

Black dungs

4.0

7.2

2.2.2. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
The work committed consists in implementing the experimentation of the biomethanisation of the
bovine dungs and the avicolous droppings, while following two processes of fermentation which
are respectively into discontinuous and uninterrupted experimental pilot digesters installed
(Figure 1).
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Fig.1. Experimental device of digestion adopted.

The first four digesters, different from point of view parameters of operation, were useful for the
follow-up of the physicochemical parameters and the quantitative production of the biogas
produced starting from the bovine biomass. The four second digesters used contain avicolous
droppings with various concentrations in DM (Table 2) by having recourse to the dilution of the
brought back droppings. They were useful for the follow-up of the environmental potentiality and
the quantitative and qualitative productions of biogasstarting from the avicolous biomass.
The characteristics of these digesters are consigned in table 2.
Table 2. Generalities about the parameters of operation of differentdigesters employed

Bovine
Experimentation
(Discontinuous)

Digesters

Raw materials

Experimental I

Fresh dungs

Experimental II
Experimental III
Experimental IV

Avicolous

and

black

25

dungs
Fresh dungs

35

Substrate: Avicolous

Experimental II

droppings

Experimental III

respectively 3, 6, 8
and 16% DM.

Experimental IV

Inoculum:
dungs

Agitation
Without

Experimental I

Experimentation
(Uninterrupted)

Fresh

Temperature (°C)

Fresh

35

Without
Without
With

With
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2.3. Phases of filling of the digesters and starting of fermentation
The starting of the anaerobic digestion is a critical phase in the production of biogas; therefore it
must be quite neat so that the process begins most quickly than possible.
There exist two processes of anaerobic digestion which correspond to two fundamental types of
digesters. The digester of the discontinuous type is supplied intermittently with strawy substrates
which can be drowned in a liquid manure of methanogens bacteria, the production of biogas is
discontinuous, and at the end of the digestion, the substrate has the texture of the manure of farm
(compost). The digester is known as continuous when it is fed regularly in the course of
fermentation with a liquid substrate, the production of biogas is then continuous [21].
The experimental biomethanisation into discontinuous requires thus only one contribution in
substrate, inoculum and water at the beginning of the process. Once the filling is carried out, the
digester must be tight to ensure the anaerobiose as well as the good progress of fermentation.
During this phase, two volumes of water a were introduced against a volume of dung.
For the biomethanisation uninterrupted, the quantities of droppings introduced and evacuated
daily are about 45 ml for each digester. We carried out a followed daily extraction of digested
droppings by the introduction of the same volume, and this until the totality of the contents of the
digester will be renewed. After the launching phase (10 days), the quantity of inoculum was
completely extracted following the daily renewal carried out. At this stage, the supply-extraction
related only to the fresh droppings.
Table 3 mentions the quantities of each raw material introduced into all the digesters used during
the experimentation.
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Table 3. Quantities of substrate, inoculum and water introduced
Digester

Substrate (ml)

Inoculum (ml)

Water (ml)

Experimental bovin I

100

-

200

Experimental bovin II

60

30

180

Experimental bovin III

100

-

200

Experimental bovin IV

100

-

200

Experimental avicolous I

45

150

305

Experimental avicolous II

120

150

230

Experimental avicolous III

170

150

180

Experimental avicolous IV

380

100

20

2.4. Experimental follow-up
For each digester, the follow-up related to several physicochemical, environmental and energy
parameters for one variable period between one to four weeks according to the performances
raised of digestion.
The environmental parameters in which we were interested are relating to the polluting load: Rate
of Suspended Matter (SM) and the Biological Demand for Oxygen (BDO5).
For the SM, they correspond to the whole of mineral and/or organic particles present in a natural
or polluted water [22]. Its determination makes it possible to consider the bacterial biomass in the
digester [23]. The analysis rests on the principle of quantifying all the matters being able to be
decantable after elimination of the major part of water by filtration and evaporation in the drying
oven with 105°C.
Concerning the BDO5, this parameter constitutes a good indicator of the content of a
biodegradable OM in water during processes of purification. As any polluting biodegradable OM
involves an oxygen uptake (O2), the principle of the measurement of the BDO5 rests, then, on the
quantification of O2 consumed after incubation of the sample during five days.
For the quantification, we had a vat filled with water in which we installed beakers graduated to
recover produced gas (Figure 2). The gas will drive out water and take its place, from where; we
can directly read the quantity produced starting from the graduations.
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Fig.2. System of quantitative follow-up of experimental biogas

The taking away of biogas was carried out by calling upon a simple system based on samplings
in bladders of balloon. For the analysis of the gas composition, we had recourse to the technique
of Gas chromatography. This technique is suitable for the compounds gas or likely to be
vaporized by heating without decomposition. The components determined by this method are %
CH4, % CO2 and % H2S.
Moreover, we were also interested in the potential energy, by considering the lower (LCV) and
higher (HCV) values of the calorific value, expressed in kWh/m³, kcal/m³ or kcal/kg and which is
connected by the following expression:
HCV = LCV + heat of vaporization

(1)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. FOLLOW-UP OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE PH DURING THE EXPERIMENTS
IMPLEMENTED
3.1.1. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY OF PARAMETER PH
It is admitted that the pH is the first indicator of the faulty possible operation of a digester. If the
pH is below 6.5, the addition of the sodium lime or bicarbonate corrects this anomaly [24]. The
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optimum pH of anaerobic digestion is around neutrality, it is from 6.8 to 7.5. If the value of the
pH is lower than 6.5 or higher than 7.5, the bacteria will then be inhibited [25].
3.1.2.

FOLLOW-UP

OF

THE

PH

ON

THE

LEVEL

OF

THE

BOVINE

EXPERIMENTATION
The figure 3 illustrates the various curves of evolution of the pH on the level of four experimental
digesters supplied with discontinuous, while showing the incidence compared of certain
physicochemical parameters (inoculum, agitation and temperature) on the pH recorded.

Fig.3. Evolution of the pH on the level of various digesters

The addition of the inoculum does not have much influence on the evolution of the pH of the two
digesters I and II, respectively without and with inoculum, which presents almost the same
behavior throughout the launching phase. This phase is essential for the constitution of the
bacterial populations which will contribute to fermentation, and thereafter, will ensure a margin
of pH allowing the production of biogas.
The correction of the pH was carried out as of the 1st day (considering the recorded initial pH
was of 6.2) with a solution of NaOH to reach the advised minimum threshold of 6.5.
The addition of the inoculum does not have much influence on the evolution of the pH of the two
digesters I and II, respectively without and with inoculum, which presents almost the same
behavior throughout the launching phase. This phase is essential for the constitution of the
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bacterial populations which will contribute to fermentation, and thereafter, will ensure a margin
of pH allowing the production of biogas.
The correction of the pH was carried out as of the 1st day (considering the recorded initial pH
was of 6.2) with a solution of NaOH to reach the advised minimum threshold of 6.5.
In addition, it is noticed that mechanical agitation has a considerable effect on the increase of the
values of the pH and on the speed of the process of fermentation by comparing the state of
development of the pH with the level of digesters III (not agitated) and IV (agitated).
Concerning the temperature, it has a more or less considerable effect on the increase of the values
of the PH. This effect is appreciated through the follow-up of the variation of the pH on the level
of digesters I and III.

3.1.3. FOLLOW-UP OF THE PH ON THE LEVEL OF THE AVICOLOUS
EXPERIMENTATION
3.1.3.1. LAUNCHING PHASE

Fig.4. Evolution of the pH during the launching phase

The starting of this kind of uninterrupted process is very delicate and requires the culture of the
methanogens bacteria. The use of an inoculum with pH close to neutrality and the application to a
periodic load to substrate prove to be necessary for the stability of the launching phase. The goal
of this preparatory phase thus consists in adapting the methanogens bacteria of black dungs of
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cows to their new fermentaire medium (avicolous droppings to digest). The figure 4 shows the
variations of the pH during the launching phase, which was limited to 10 days, on the level of the
four digesters implemented.
Among all the digesters, only digester I proved presenting values of pH close to reality, whereas
the others presented exceeding values of pH, in most case, the threshold value of production of
gas which is of 7.5. This could be explained, on the one hand, by the significant amount of water
distilled present in digester I, and on the other hand, by the small quantity of matters to be
digested. For the other digesters, more the concentration in DM of the introduced droppings is
important, more the value of the pH tends to rise, considering the basic value of the pH of the wet
avicolous droppings.
3.1.3.2. PHASE OF GAS PRODUCTION

Fig.5. Evolution of the pH during the phase of gas production

During this phase the production on the level of digester I was limited to the first 10 days and the
values of pH lay between 7 and 7.5, values answering the output norms of biogas established by
[25]. We judged to stop the experimentation at this stage, because of the insufficiency quantity of
the biogas produced.
The evolution of the pH on the level of digesters II and III (Figure 5) is constantly increasing
with a light shift of two curves as from the 4th day, because the quantity of fresh droppings added
each day is higher for digester III than that for digester II. As for digester IV, the values of the pH
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are definitely high, which explains the small produced quantity of biogas by this digester at this
stage. At the end of a few days, the follow-up of this digester is not interesting any more, since it
proved that the small quantity of gas produced cannot be enough for the qualitative analysis gas.

3.2. DETERMINATION OF THE DM DURING THE EXPERIMENTS IMPLEMENTED
3.2.1. FOLLOW-UP OF THE VARIATION OF THE DM ON THE LEVEL OF THE
BOVINE EXPERIMENTATION
The analysis results are summarized % DM for various autoclaves, respectively as follows: 15.8,
13.6, 16.6 and 15.3.
The objective sought during this experimentation was the comparison of the biomethanisation,
while varying certain parameters (inoculum, agitation and temperature) while keeping as much as
possible similar experimental conditions (pH, DM …). The results obtained makes it possible to
note that % DM are almost similar in the level of all the digesters. The highest value of DM was
recorded in the case of digester III.

3.2.2. FOLLOW-UP OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE DM ON THE LEVEL OF THE
AVICOLOUS EXPERIMENTATION
The first catch was carried out after 10 days (end of the launching phase), the following catches
of samples followed each week (interval of one week) to make sure that % of DM did not vary
during the phase of supply-extraction. The table 4 shows the results raised for the DM for each
taking away.
Table 4. Evolution of the % DM during avicolous fermentation
Digester

% DM
1st catch

2nd catch

3rd catch

Experimental I

3.3

-

-

Experimental II

5.9

6.0

6.1

Experimental III

7.9

8.0

8.0

Experimental IV

16.6

16.4

-
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According to the results obtained, we can say that the values of DM are almost stable and did not
vary in the course of time. The light variations recorded are negligible and prove the good
progress of the process of fermentation, and particularly, the supply-extraction.

3.3. ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE AVICOLOUS
EXPERIMENTATION
The figure 6 illustrates the results of the environmental analyzes relating to SM and the BDO 5
carried out before and after fermentation and presented in the form of assessments of depollution.
The consistency of the digesters in DM influences considerably the assessment of depollution as
of SM and of the BDO5. Indeed, more the DM is important; more the reduction of the polluting
load is increasing. This observation is valid provided that the concentration in DM does not
exceed 10% [26], which is confirmed by the results raised for the digester IV

(16% DM)

whose assessment of the BDO5 is weaker than that of digester III to 8% DM which presents the
best assessment of depollution.

Fig.6. Variation of the reduction of the polluting load following the biomethanisation
The assessments of digesters I and II as non satisfactory. This can be due to the great quantity of
water present and also to the short duration of operation (case of digester I). These two digesters
called upon concentrations in relatively weak DM (≤ 6%). From 8% DM

(digester III), the

reduction as of SM is interesting and it continues its increase. On this subject, the best assessment
is observed on the level of digester IV, presenting 16% DM. This result cancels the assertion of
[26] quoted previously.
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3.4.1. QUANTITATIVE FOLLOW-UP OF THE GAS PRODUCTIVITY DURING THE
BOVINE EXPERIMENTATION
The production of gas on the level of the experimental digesters, led into discontinuous, began
after the launching phase, with an increasing quantity gradually to reach a maximum level of
production, then it started to fall quickly (Figure 7).
The entry in production of biogas for digester II (with inoculum) began as soon as the limit lower
value suitable pH for the production of biogas was reached (the 5th day). Contrary, in the case of
digester I (without inoculum), the launching phase presented suitable values of pH for the
production of biogas, but there biogas produced was only the 7th day. This result could be
probably due to the bacterial populations not yet adapted.
The fast entry in production of digester II is due to the presence of black dung which guaranteed
the existence of the bacterial populations and which supported a little higher total quantity of
production in favor of digester II (141 ml of biogas produced against 136 ml for digester I).
The considerable effect of agitation in a digester is due to the fact that it supports the provisioning
of nutritive substances to the bacteria and their transport with the fresh substrate, lately
introduced. It induced a speed and an effectiveness of the production process on the level of
digester IV agitated (187 ml of produced biogas) in comparison with digester III not agitated
(134 ml).
The follow-up of the effect of the increase in the temperature on the course of the production
process of biogas can be appreciated by comparing the curves of evolution of the productivity of
two digesters I (T° = 25 °C) and III (T° = 35 °C). More the temperature is higher, more the gas
productivity is important and the production process is faster.
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Fig.7. Evolution of the gas production in the course of time
3.4.2. QUANTITATIVE FOLLOW-UP OF THE GAS PRODUCTIVITY DURING THE
AVICOLOUS EXPERIMENTATION
The follow-up was carried out just after the launching phase, i.e. after 10 days of the beginning of
the experimentation implemented. The figure 8 presents the curves of production of biogas raised
for the three functional digesters (non functional digester I).

Fig.8. Evolution of the volume of biogas produced
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For digester II (6% DM), the daily laborer production of biogas is not constant. It fluctuated
around a median value, which is about 142 ml. The curve presents a peak in the 9th day of about
220 ml. For digester III (8% DM), the median value of daily laborer production is about 147 ml.
It presents two important peaks one to 6th day (200 ml), as for the other, it is at 9th day (220 ml).
The results obtained for two digesters II and III are in conformity with the bibliography which
lays down an increase in the production of biogas with the increase in the concentration of DM
[26]. According to the literature, the concentration in DM of the poultry droppings in a digester
cannot exceed 10%. Beyond this value, the matter is dense and causes the quickly arrested of
methane fermentation. This observation is justified in the case of the digester IV (16% DM)
whose median value of the daily laborer production is about 54 ml. It is a very weak production
of biogas, although the concentration in DM is highest. This can be explained by the
accumulation of the matter put in fermentation in the digester which causes its stopping, from the
first week of the supply with the droppings and the fall of the production of biogas in the course
of time.
In the studied case, when we speak about quantitative productivity of biogas resulting from the
animal biomass in digesters of laboratory, there are two different scales: Large scales which
correspond to the productivity recorded in the case of the avicolous droppings

(Figure 8) and

the smaller second correspondent with the bovine dungs (Figure 7). This makes it possible to
conclude that the productivity of biogas depends on the type of OM methanized and on power of
the technology of supply (or mode of digestion) of the digester. It is higher in the case of the
avicolous biomass treated in a digester with an uninterrupted supply.
3.5. EVALUATION OF QUALITATIVE ENERGY PERFORMANCE OF THE
AVICOLOUS EXPERIMENTATION
The quality of biogas is evaluated primarily by the percentage of methane (CH 4) which it
contains. A biogas is much better when its percentage of CH4 is high. The quality of biogas
according to [26] varies especially according to the temperature and the concentration in DM.

3.5.1. GAS COMPOSITION
The analyzes of composition of avicolous biogas product were carried out on the level of the two
powerful digesters (II and III). The results are given in table 5.
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Table 5. Expression of the results of the composition of biogasproduced
Digesters

% CH4

% CO2

% H2S

Experimental II

63.28

20.00

16.18

Experimental III

63.40

30.00

5.89

The % CH4 of biogas produced rises generally according to the increase in the concentration in
DM. However, the rise is negligible. It should be noted that the % CH4 is also influenced by other
not followed parameters (report C/N …).
The % CO2 also rose with the increase in the concentration in DM, this is explained by the
dissolution of ammonia, thus raising the value of the pH.
The % H2S decreased with the rise in the concentration in DM under the adopted experimental
conditions. However, it is advisable to announce that this parameter is generally less low than
that raised. In the actual position, such rate generates the phenomenon of corrosion and the
purification of produced biogas proves strongly recommended before use.

3.5.2. CALORIFIC VALUE
The energy results corresponding to the evaluation of the LCV and the HCV on the level of two
digesters II and III, are reported in table 6.
A light increase in the LCV and HCV according to the concentration in DM. The recorded
calorific values are in conformity with those indicated by [27] which announces a fork generally
between 5000 and 8500 kcal/Nm³.
Table 6. Results relating to the calorific values
Digesters

LCV (kcal/Nm³)

HCV (kcal/Nm³)

Experimental II

5394

6011

Experimental III

5429

6045

4. CONCLUSION
As a whole, the results of the experiments carried out at the time of this study, relating to the
biomethanisation applied to the animal biomass, show that the environmental and energy
performances of a digester, some is fed into discontinuous or uninterrupted, primarily depend on
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the nature of the matters to ferment (bovine dungs or poultry droppings), of the agitation of the
substrate, the temperature maintained during digestion and also the adjustment of the pH and the
matter introduced.
It comes out from this study the essential observations hereafter.
- The sowing of the methanogenes bacteria is a paramount need for the animal manure studied for
a good starting of the alkaline fermentation (inoculum used containing black bovine dungs).
- The pH evolves in a very accelerated way, atteignant in most case values higher than the
limiting threshold of production, during the production and launching phases.
- The combined significant effect of the mode of digestion (into discontinuous or uninterrupted)
and of the nature of the substrate (bovine or avicolous) on the quantitative energy performances
of experimental biogas produced. In this respect, the gas productivity is higher in the case of the
digesters supplied uninterrupted with the avicolous droppings.
- The quantitative evaluation of the biogas produced by the digesters of the bovine
experimentation shows that the recorded maximum production of biogas is obtained with a
discontinuous fermentation at a temperature equal to 35 °C and under agitation (case of digester
IV).
- The results of quantitative evaluation of the biogas produced by the avicolous experimentation
show that the production, on the level of digesters II (6% DM), III (8% DM) and IV (16% DM),
is in agreement with the theory which envisages an increase in the production of biogas with the
increase in the concentration of DM to a certain limit. It is maximum on the level of digester III,
with a considerable fall in the case of digester IV.
- The effect of the concentration in DM as well on the reduction of the polluting load (SM and
BDO5) as on the qualitative energy performances (gas composition and calorific value) of
avicolous biogas produces in experiments.
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